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FEELING THE LOVE! As Mary and the BTC team
wrapped up their panel discussion on team positivity,
CCS guest Carolina Matias felt the spirit move her.
So much so that she jumped onstage to thank BTC for
helping her rediscover her purpose and giving her the
strength to keep her salon doors open. “Now I understand
what I’m supposed to do,” she exclaimed, “and I won’t
give up on my dreams.”
It was our fifth year of COLOR, Cut & Style, and it was our biggest audience yet. 3,000
hairdressers traveled from 12 countries to experience the only show you can’t really
explain...because you just have to be there. And so it goes…YES, the rainbow showed
up again on Monday morning for the fifth year in a row. YES, our guests each came as
one person and left as another. YES, there were tears of joy and profound moments of
inspiration—lots and lots of moments. And, after much consideration, we present to you
our top 10 moments of COLOR, Cut & Style 2016!

100 PILLOWS
WERE
“BORROWED!”
BTC members
felt they needed
to take a little
bit of BTC
inspiration home
with them—first
there were 100
pillows...then
there were none.

BTC’S TOP 10 MOMENTS
FROM CCS 2016
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GO BIG OR GO HOME. 3,000 BTC besties made the trip to Florida,
and we think our friends deserve the very best. We gave them some
eye candy they’ll never forget...the biggest stage EVER in the world
of hairdressing, which stood 30 feet high and 164 feet long—with
more than 100 feet of 3mm high-res screens.

THE SUPER BOWL OF
HAIR. The theme for our
Super Bowl of Hair was
Go Big or Go Home, so we
enlisted the voice of none
other than Mr. Super Bowl
himself, Alan Roach!

behindthechair.com
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IT ONLY TAKES #ONESHOT! During the #ONESHOT cocktail
party, we surprised our finalists with our very first #ONESHOT
gallery displaying all of their finalist images. But wait, there’s more!
Later in the night, we unveiled our latest issue featuring all of their
shots. There is nothing like seeing your work in print!
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INSPIRED BY COURAGE. Audience members came
from all around the world, but nobody traveled as far as
Alaa. Matty and Mark invited this young lady onstage
to share her story. Her family in Saudi Arabia forbade
her to make the trip, but she defied them and came
to CCS because she has so much passion for her profession. “We
were blown away by her courage,” said Matty.

GET WET WITH BTC! That’s what hundreds
of BTC members did during our Saturday pool
party, including Rickey Zito, Mark Bustos,
Linh Phan and Matty Conrad.

BTC GIVES BACK. For the second year in a row, BTC teamed up
with Mark Bustos to give haircuts to the homeless. This year, 13
hairdressers gave 75 haircuts at the Broward Partnership Shelter
and lives were changed. Read more on page 178.
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Our Design Manager,
Jen, playing with
glitter on the job!

WE GOT MOONED! Nobody
left the show without being
glitterbombed! Thanks to
Danny Moon’s colorful Major
Moonshine glitter gel, everyone
got mooned. We want to send
out a big BTC apology to the
Ft. Lauderdale clean-up crew...
just send us the bill. ;]
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WE LOVE SHMEGGS! Much to our surprise, a student was a
six-time finalist for this year’s #ONESHOT Awards. Megan Schipani,
aka @shmeggsandbaconn, from Silver Springs, MD., won
#HOTSHOT Student Shot of the Year and was so grateful for the
entire experience, she presented Mary with a gorgeous drawing.
After seeing her incredible artistic skills, it’s no wonder she was a
finalist in so many categories. Congrats, Shmeggs!
behindthechair.com
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Everyone wants to
kiss Matty Conrad.

IT’S NOT A
PARTY
WITHOUT
THE PICS!

“GET WET WITH BTC”
POOL PARTY

Products on products
on products!

Mary and
Kevin: Blue
Steel edition.

Beauty, beer and the
beach...starring the
Scumbag Barbers.

This year’s goody
bags were stuffed!

Coconut cocktails, cannonballs, pizza-shaped pool floats—all this could
only mean one thing: BTC’s first COLOR, Cut & Style pool party! Hosted
by our BTC team and our BTC adopted brothers Matty Conrad, Mark
Bustos, Rickey Zito and Linh Phan, this exclusive event for COLOR,
Cut & Style Show guests featured beats, booze and a giant “I GOT
WET WITH BTC” step and repeat—the perfect backdrop for selfies and
snaps. We think it’s safe to say we brought back summer—if only for an
afternoon—and we can’t wait to do it all again next year.

BTC babes fuel up for
the weekend!

Mary hangs with the
“boys of summer” at
COLOR, Cut & Style.

Everyone wants
to BE SCENE...
even MARY!

#ONESHOT nominee
Tyler Plemmons
brought his parents
to the show!

It takes seven of us to find
the perfect playlist.

Of course,
Guy Tang
found
attendees to
twerk with!

Mary with Cali’s
It’s official!
BTC is keeping
coolest,
Johnny
superstars
Ramirez
andAnh
AnhCo Tran and
Johnny
Co
Tran. Ramirez!
Pretty in pink!

BTC’s Quin hangs with
the SingleTrack and
Embee Meche Squad.
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@shmeggsandbaconn sleeping
with her #ONESHOT award!

"@anhcotran...It was
an honor to sit next
to you on the biggest
stage I've been on in
my career," Linh Phan
wrote on Instagram.

BTC’s designers taking their only
bathroom break of the weekend.

This was our biggest
screen ever—100 feet
of LED goodness!

BTC’s
Rachelle
makes
dumpster
diving look
good!

BTC loves our volunteers! Thanks to Florida Career College, Paul Mitchell
The School Ft. Lauderdale and Paul Mitchell The School Miami!

Linh Phan, Mark Bustos and Matty
Conrad—aka the BTC boys!

Spotted: BTC is
everywhere!
It was Florida…of course we had a pool party!

Smile and say, “My
feet are killing me!”
Team BTC killin’ it at
COLOR, Cut & Style.

Our #ONESHOT
babes Christine
and Georgia!

Volunteers
working
hard on
goody bags!

Rickey Zito in his own
version of “Swan Lake.”

Our “Social Studies” teachers—go to
page 92 for all the best social media
tips from this crew!

Bikini babes!

Rickey Zito with BTC’s Haley!

Linh Phan enjoying paradise!

behindthechair.com
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THE CONNECTION
CENTER WAS LIT!

Our Connection Center isn’t just where you get to meet face-to-face with your
favorite brands and get their best tips up close—it’s also where you can relax,
chat and meet new friends. This year, we had cabanas installed so everyone
could chill in style as they watched the COLOR, Cut & Style artists on our
humongous LED screen! It was the perfect place to take a break from the
mainstage but still stay part of all the action—plus, it’s where the bars were!

Major Moonshine fanatic Palma Wright
workin’ the BTC Next Big Thing booth.

The BTC Connection Center
was a true oasis.
Let there
be light!

ghd’s booth was
packed!
Attendees could watch the show on a 30-foot LED screen.

Mary opens COLOR, Cut & Style 2016.

The most coveted souvenir from
the show? Our BTC pillows.

SHINE A LIGHT
As if on cue, the rainbow showed up again.

Gettin’ comfy
in cabanas.

The BTC Next Big Thing booth
was always bumpin.'

“I still see yellow.”
Philip Ring, aka
@phildoeshair.

The rainbow over the COLOR,
Cut & Style venue.
The Reuzel booth was as
badass as the Scumbag
Barbers themselves.

On the second morning of each of the five BTC COLOR, Cut
& Style shows, without fail, a rainbow has appeared high in
the sky above us. We’ve come to see it as the symbol of our
event—a symbol of hope, a symbol of renewal, a symbol of
love. It’s as if the sky is saying, yes, absolutely, by coming
together, by sharing knowledge and creativity, by telling your
stories and listening to others, you are absolutely doing the
right thing and all will be well. You will leave here smarter and
stronger, with more clarity and more purpose than when you
came. You will be changed. For the better.
This year, the fifth year of this extraordinary program,
the rainbow appeared and the light in Ft. Lauderdale
shined brightly on 3,000 talented, caring, curious beauty
professionals. For three memorable days, education lit the way.
New ideas lit the way. Total acceptance, without judgment, lit
the way. And maybe most important, laughter lit the way.

BTC besties!

Watch Mary's opening to COLOR,
Cut & Style 2016 at

/theshow

As Mary said when she welcomed her CCS guests at the top of
the show, “We can give light, or we can take it away. It’s up to
us. This weekend, let’s walk into the light. Let’s share it. Let’s
be blinded by it.” And with that, another life-changing event
began for thousands of stylists under the rainbow.
behindthechair.com
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TIGI®

Fire
lights.

BETH MINARDI
SIGNATURE & JOICO

THE FUTURE OF BEAUTY

UPTOWN & DOWNTOWN

TIGI’s Inspirational Youth program kicks off with a
week-long boot camp, conducted by the very top of the top
TIGI® educators. Ten young stylists, all under the age of 25,
spend a week with the likes of TIGI® International Artistic
Director Anthony Mascolo and Global Creative Technical
Director Christel Lundqvist, learning the ABCs of education
presentation, session styling, cutting and coloring, model
selection and photo shoots. When the week is up, these kids
have absorbed years’ worth of knowledge in just five days!
So where do you go from there? This year, the 10 young
artists marched straight onto the COLOR, Cut & Style stage!
In an unprecedented opportunity, the young stylists from
across the country were invited to present models as part of
the TIGI® segment. They followed an electrifying presentation
showcasing the new Colour Trip semi-permanent shades
by TIGI’s European Creative Director Akos Bodi, U.S.
Creative Director Thomas Osborn and U.S. Technical
Director Richy Kandasamy, who then cheered on their young
protégés.

The Colour Trip models.

People come to COLOR for great color formulas. They also
come for tell-it-like-it-is color education from Beth Minardi.
This year, attendees got a full dose of undiluted Beth…and a
bonus! Joico guest artist and educator Ben Mollin joined
Joico Celebrity Colorist and Spokesperson Denis De
Souza, Joico Expert Educator Ricardo Santiago and Philip
Ring, aka @phildoeshair, onstage and brought the fun as they
shared plenty of cut and color tips. Denis, a native of Brazil,
shared his sizzling Babylights De Rio technique. Ricardo
merged color design with precision cutting. And Philip offered
demonstrations of the pixelated color he is famous for.

Everyone loves Beth for her attitude
and her color formulas!

A stunning Beth original.

Each artist shared their inspiration for the look they created,
and the ideas ranged from ’90s grunge to a sunset to the
ocean. Each discussed the cut, color and style techniques
used for their models, including the importance of matching
haircolor to skin tone, eye color and the client’s lifestyle.
“This is the first time we’ve brought Inspirational Youth to
America,” Anthony told the audience. “These 10—I think
they’re the best hairdressers I know. We’re extremely proud
of them.”

TIGI® International
Artistic Director
Anthony Mascolo.
Logan Lucas has already
worked backstage at
Fashion Week with TIGI®!

“This is the first time we’ve brought Inspirational Youth
to America,” Anthony said. So of course we had them on
the COLOR stage! Photo by Alex Barron-Hough.

CONGRATS TO THE 2016
INTERNATIONAL YOUTH
ARTISTS ON A GREAT
PERFORMANCE:
ANITA THAMMASINE
Studio 31 Hair Lab, Houston
KATIE PERRY
Dolce Vita Salon, Orlando, Fla.

Kirsten Tobar
doesn’t just give
killer cuts—
she’s also a
makeup artist!

LOGAN LUCAS
Attitudes A Salon, Sylvania, Ohio
TARA GROSS
Salon 600, Sayville, N.Y.

Beth does it again! Five years at COLOR and
five years of standing ovations.
Peach
bellini.

PEACH BELLINI
starting point: Level 6/dark blonde with heavy highlights
formula a/base: Beth Minardi Signature Permanent Color 9 TAN
+ 7 COR + 20-volume developer
formula b/foil lowlights: Beth Minardi Signature Demi Crème 8RC
+ 5-volume developer
Formula c/foil lowlights: Joico Intensity Peach
Formula d/glaze: Beth Minardi Signature Demi Liquid 2 oz. 10C
+ 1 oz. 11 TAN + 5-volume developer

MCKENZIE MCAULEY
Attitudes A Salon, Maumee, Ohio

The Inspirational Youth artists’ finished models.

Philip Ring
(@phildoeshair)
explained his
pixel process.

Pixelated color, babylights,
precision cutting…the Joico
team covered it all!

BRITTANY WITHOUSKI
Salon De Ville, Coronado, Calif.

Pixel
perfect!

KIRSTEN TOBAR
Renaissance Academie, Provo, Utah
JOEY GOMEZ
TONI&GUY, Dallas

Photo by Alex Barron-Hough.
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An aspiring educator,
Tara Gross regularly
shares advice about the
real world with beauty
school students!

SELENA HERSHBERGER
Grasshopper Salon, San Francisco, Calif.
CRISTINA MAGLIOCCHETTI
Salon Bella Vita, Pittsford, N.Y.

Denis De Souza has a knack for natural, sun-kissed hair.

behindthechair.com
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THE CELEBRITY
STYLIST PANEL

9 GENIUS SOCIAL
MEDIA TIPS FROM BTC’S
“SOCIAL STUDIES” PANEL
Hairdressers have never had a problem being social! But nowadays,
social has a new meaning—it’s about Snapchat and Instagram as
much as it is about having fun in the salon. Social media is where you
showcase your work, and build your brand and your business.
This year, eight social media superstars came together for a panel
designed to help the audience develop and improve their social skills.
The “Social Studies” Panel—Mark Bustos (@markbustos),
Matty Conrad (@mattyconrad), Stephanie Brinkerhoff
(@hairandmakeupbysteph), Linh Phan (@bescene), Rebecca Taylor
(@rebeccataylorhair), Johnny Ramirez (@johnnyramirez1), Anh Co
Tran (@anhcotran) and BTC’s own social media guru Kevin Givens—
offered this sound advice.

Mark Bustos.

Rebecca
Taylor.

1. THE POWER OF TRANSFORMATION

It’s all about a powerful before and after. “People are looking for
something real and authentic,” Kevin shares, “and transformations really
grab their attention.”

Johnny Ramirez
and Anh Co Tran.

2. GIVE YOUR AUDIENCE WHAT THEY WANT
Your followers admire you for a reason. Linh, for example, has built
an impressive following by posting a single category of color—smoky,
metallic tones. “If I post a natural look on my page,” he shares, “it
bombs—no one cares. So I try to stick with the ‘@bescene’ look.”

3. SHOW YOUR PERSONALITY

“I realized that Instagram is kind of like a magazine about your life,” says
Matty. “So think about what kind of magazine you are. Are you Thrasher
Magazine or are you Vogue? Or are you a magazine you only see in a
hair salon?” This will help you determine the image you want to project.
BTC Social
Media Director
Kevin Givens
and Mary
Rector-Gable.

4. THE DEVIL IS IN THE DETAILS

“I don’t post a photo if it’s not perfect,” says Rebecca. “I like to make sure
the lighting is right. I take the extra 20 minutes to style it out perfectly to
make sure I’m putting the best work I can on my page.”

5. JUST DO IT

Say yes to the difficult jobs because they’re the ones with the biggest
payoff on social media, says Anh. “I take the jobs nobody else wants,”
adds Johnny. “I can tell when a girl walks in if she’s going to be a money
shot. So I go for the major transformations. That’s what gets people calling
the salon.”

6. HOW-TOS ARE KEY

How did Stephanie gain more than 5 million followers on Pinterest? “Post
how-tos!” she says. “There are many people who want to see pictures of
your work, but there are more people who want to see how you’re actually
doing it!”
Matty Conrad, Stephanie
Brinkerhoff and Linh Phan.

7. MAKE YOURSELF EASY TO FIND

“You MUST put your contact information in your Instagram description,”
declared BTC’s Mary Rector-Gable, who emceed the panel. “Include your
city, state and salon name.”

8. HATERS GONNA HATE

Large social media followings inevitably generate haters and trolls.
How do you deal? “Know that it comes from a place of jealousy,” says
Rebecca. Stephanie adds: “Don’t base your self-worth on what people say
or how many followers you have.”

9. JUST BE REAL
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You have to do what works for you and stick to it. Mark uses his
Instagram to spread the gift of good hair and kindness through his
#BeAwesomeToSomebody movement, and people are really receptive to
that—there are more than 13,000 Insta posts with the hashtag to prove it.
behindthechair.com

It’s become one of the most anticipated
features of COLOR, Cut & Style, and
this year’s Celebrity Stylist Panel didn’t
disappoint. To keep things fresh, Mary
dreamed up a new spin for panel participants
Sally Hershberger, Harry Josh, Justin
Anderson, Sarah Potempa and Anthony
Cristiano. The artists kicked off the segment
with hands-on demos before they headed
to the couches to share their stories. Sally
did one of her signature Shag haircuts,
Harry created his glamorous red carpet
waves, Justin unveiled PRAVANA’s Blonde
Wand, Sarah showed the audience how her
Beachwaver ® allowed her to do 47 Victoria’s
Secret models in no time flat and Anthony
shared his cutting techniques for producing
volume on fine hair.
Then the conversation started, and it ranged
from some fascinating “how I got started
stories” (Harry was told for 12 years that he
didn’t have what it takes to become a session
stylist before his big break came when he
created Gisele’s signature beachy look) to
panelists’ views on the effects of social media
on celebrity hairdressing careers today (old
school celebrities never allow stylists to post
them on their Instagram feeds, shared Sally.
“You can’t even say you’re doing Brad Pitt’s
hair,” she said. “And if Vogue caught you with
a cellphone on set, forget it.”) There were also
lots of great “behind the scenes” stories!
• Sally’s famous “supermodel photo,”
shot by Herb Ritts and featuring
Cindy Crawford, Christy Turlington,
Stephanie Seymour, Naomi Campbell
and Tatjana Patitz, happened by
accident. “We were at Herb’s house
shooting Tatjana, and the other girls
came by,” Sally remembered. “We were
all best friends. Herb said, ‘Why don’t
you take off your shirts?’ and I started
doing their hair. It just happened.”
•M
 iley is heavily involved in her hair
decisions, Justin revealed. “It’s a trip
to work with her,” he said. “She texts
me every day with ideas, even though I
may not do her color for three months.”
Another secret? “Her hair is so hard
to lift,” he laughed. “So when she’s
platinum, I keep telling her she should
keep her hair rooty so I don’t have to do
her roots!”

Mary hosted the fourth annual Celebrity Stylist Panel.

WORDS OF
WISDOM

What’s your best advice
for stylists who want
careers like yours?

SALLY: “Work with great

people.”

HARRY: “Move to New
York or LA. Unfortunately,
you probably can’t become
a celebrity stylist in Ohio.”
JUSTIN: “Always say

yes. The coolest things
that happened to me
were because I said yes
to things like changing
Kirsten Dunst’s haircolor
for ‘Spiderman.’”

Sally Hershberger cuts her signature Shag.

SARAH: “Find an agent.

There are agencies that
represent hair and makeup
artists. I didn’t know that
when I started.”

ANTHONY: “Own your
craft, be the best you can
be and position yourself
with someone great.”

Harry Josh taught us tricks for gorgeous waves.
Anthony Cristiano always
creates cool cuts!

The king of blondes,
Justin Anderson, using
the Blonde Wand!

•M
 uch of the hair on editorial shoots?
Wigs. “When you do editorial, you’re
expected to bring cases of stuff,” Harry
noted. “Wigs, pieces—you have to be
prepared for anything. That’s what’s
great about editorial. When you work with
a celebrity, they have to chime in. Models
don’t chime in at all. You bleach their
eyebrows, you put on a crazy wig and
they’re going to do it. Actresses, no way.”

behindthechair.com
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KENRA PROFESSIONAL

L’ANZA HEALING
HAIRCARE

METALLICS, VIVIDS AND
STILL KEEPING IT REAL

BEAUTY IS…FEARLESS
L’ANZA Creative Director Ammon Carver, Global Creative
Director Matt Swinney, Color Director Leah Freeman and
CoCre8’s Christopher Dove and John Simpson are B.I.G.
believers. That’s “B” for believing in the power of hairdressers to
change the world, “I” for inspiring through education and “G” for
growing professionals as artists and individuals. These passionate
artists kicked off the show, and their fearless display of high-impact
hairstyling and color, backed by valuable education, set the tone
for the rest of the weekend! Here are some top takeaways.

Whether your client wants her best blonde or the most out-there
shades, the Kenra Professional team covered every base. Senior
Artistic Director Robb Dubré, Senior Artistic Manager Laken
Rose, Regional Education Manager Cassie Siskovic, plus guest
artists David Lopez, Guy Tang and Rebecca Taylor, offered a
colorist’s dream program of balayage, babylights, metallics, neons,
brights and more! Here are tips from across the spectrum.
The L’ANZA team drew inspiration from reusable materials for their presentation.

CREATE FAUX FEATHERS

Color queen Leah Freeman
uses tape to create patterns
on the hair.

Remember those feathers that were all the rage a few years ago?
Leah had a brand new take on that trend. She used medical
adhesive tape to create striated feather patterns by flat-ironing
sections, placing them on foil, applying the tape, keeping it
flat to the foil and applying lightener or color to the non-taped
sections. Covering the color with L’ANZA Color Film keeps the
processing progress in plain view.

Reds remain
vivid if you
bust up
brown-outs
with lightener
and copper
booster.

Babylights amplify the overall brightness of any blonde, but
•	
they’re also time-consuming. They don’t have to be with
Cassie’s method. Pivoting off of a crown section, alternate
micro-weaves with slices as you lighten. This approach not only
speeds up the application, it also provides maximum lightening
impact with minimal foils.
•	Red-headed beauties are rare, so you want to keep them as clear
and vivid as possible. And when that violet/brown buildup on the
ends starts to spoil your copper game, it’s devastating. Here’s a
quick fix. Combine Kenra Blonding Cream with a bit of Copper
Booster and 10-volume developer. Apply to browned-out mids
and ends, diffusing the color to avoid hard lines.

MELTIER COLOR MELTS

The Kenra team delivered color that spanned the spectrum.

Robb Dubré and the Kenra
team have been on our
COLOR stage since the
very beginning!

To achieve better blending, color a section, then lay a Color Film
over the section, about two inches higher than the foil. Press
the film onto the foil, then slide it down to line up with the foil to
create a perfect blur.

PERFECTLY COLORED COILS
Coloring naturally curly hair can be challenging, but Leah shared
a “big” idea. She painted lightener onto flexi-rods, then wrapped
a curl around the rod for a natural-looking distribution of
product. “This technique lifts from within,” Leah declared.

Create the perfect pony the Matt
Swinney way—tilt her head back
before you tie it!

It was a big year for
Ammon Carver! He
made the cover of
BTC On Paper and the
COLOR stage!

Curls make the colors truly pop!

Modern color
placement by
CoCre8.

Super cold water helps
prevent color bleeding.

David Lopez and Laken Rose
structurally paint hair for a
glowing outcome.
Guy used VM and BM
metallic toners for this
cool, chocolate hue!

Guy Tang showed us why he was the 2015
#HOTSHOT of the Year!

•	When you’re creating a metallic end result, you absolutely must
prelighten the hair to Level 10. If any yellow remains in the hair, and
you tone with a metallic shade, you’ll see green. If the hair simply
won’t get to 10, advises Guy, hit it with some Kenra Professional
Rapid Toner in SV or BP while it’s still damp to take the yellow edge
off.

CoCre8’s Christopher Dove and John Simpson are B.I.G. believers!

Fearless style.

PONY PERFECTION
At Fashion Week, perfect ponytails are required. After years of experience,
Matt has come up with some tricks for pony perfection—backcomb the
base, tilt the head back before tying the pony, which provides an assist from
gravity, and use elastic thread rather than an elastic band for a secure hold.

•	How do you avoid color bleeding when you’re working with lots
of vibrant shades on one head? “Keep the water super cold,”
commands Rebecca. “That will prevent the color from running. Also,
I rinse, skip the shampoo and go straight to conditioning the hair
when I’m creating these color designs.”

BRAID TREND ALERT
Braids aren’t going anywhere, declared Ammon. But rather than the fluffy,
piece-y plaits of past seasons, the trend now is about tighter and crisper
braids (think Kardashian boxer braids).

40
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Rebecca Taylor balayages with fashion
colors to keep her clients looking fresh.

•	Metallics aren’t just for special effects. You can also combine them
with other shades to neutralize warmth and create realistic-butbetter shades.
behindthechair.com
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FAROUK SYSTEMS

PAUL MITCHELL

THE SHADE COLLECTION:
SOME GRAY AREAS

HOW TO MAKE IT…ONE
GUEST AT A TIME

Farouk Systems Global Artistic Director Patrick Kalle,
Creative Director for Cut Maurice den Exter, Creative
Director for Color Richard Jordan and Global Board Artist
Anna Cantu brought an array of hues with the unveiling
of their Shade Collection. From ruby red to rose gold to
cobalt blue, there was something to align with every client’s
personality, which, by the way, is how you should formulate
color, according to Anna. Within the collection, however, was
a knock-out spinoff group of gray shades. Undeniably one of
the most significant trends in haircolor today, these smoky
violet, blue and beige hues were the formulas that definitely
went home with the audience!

The Paul Mitchell team—Artistic and Business Director
Robert Cromeans and International Trainers Mary Cuomo,
Anya Segers, Noogie Thai and Jamie Stout—brought double
the education with energetic technical tips and Robert’s
signature brand of no-nonsense business education. Why?
“Many people in this business do great hair,” declares Robert,
“but it’s important to blend great hair and great business.”

The well-rounded Paul Mitchell
team offered style, inspiration
and solid biz-building.

So while Mary, Anya and Noogie jammed with the new
POP XG semi-permanent haircolor collection and whipped
up avant-garde styles, Robert got down to business.

IF YOU DO NOTHING ELSE, DO THIS
Frequency of visit is EVERYTHING when it comes to building a
salon business. “Increasing the number of times a client comes
to the salon is better than an upgrade, better than a take-home
sale, better than adding new clients,” Robert declares. “You
don’t need thousands of clients. If you have 200 clients coming
in seven or eight times a year, you’ll have a beautiful business.”

SMOKY VIOLET
formula a/prelighten: CHI Blondest Blonde
Crème Lightener + 20-volume developer
formula b/fringe and face frame: Shine
Shades 8S + 1 drop 1N +10-volume developer
formula c/scalp to ends: Shine Shades 2
oz. 9S + ½ oz. Clear + 1-inch ribbon Violet
Additive + 1 drop 1N + 10-volume developer

The numbers don’t lie. Two hundred guests, at $60 per visit,
coming in four times a year, means service revenue is $48,000.
Bump those guests up to six times a year, and you’re looking
at $72,000. Boost them to eight times a year and your service
income doubles. If you really go for it—say 12 times a year—
you’re bringing in $144,000!

Robert Cromeans always has a trick up his
sleeve, and this light-up dress wowed the crowd!

The Farouk team showed us that guys
can rock fashion shades, too!

Why is the sky blue? Dunno.
Why is the hair blue? POP XG.

Rows and rows of canary
curls = happy color.

PURPLE HAZE
formula a/prelighten: Blondest Blonde
Crème Lightener + 20-volume developer
formula b: Chromashine Bright Pastel Pink
+ Bright Pastel Violet + Vibrant Violet

Anna Cantu created a rich, ruby
red that faded into a soft orange.

The Cat in
the Hat cut.

Patrick Kalle talks us through this rich red
inspired by Farouk’s Shade Collection.

THE MILLION DOLLAR TAKE-HOME QUESTIONS
When it comes to retail, most stylists ask their clients the same question: “Do
you need any products today?” Instead, says Robert, try one of these: “How
many bathrooms are you shopping for?” Or, “What are you almost out of
today?” These aren’t yes or no questions, they prompt the guest to really think
about her needs and they lead easily into a productive conversation about
products for the whole family.

FROZEN PASTEL BLEND
formula a/prelighten: Blondest Blonde Crème
Lightener + 20-volume developer
formula b/shadow root: Shine Shades 8S +
½ cap 1N + 10-volume developer
formula c: Chromashine Hot Fuchsia, Bright,
Pastel Violet and Bright Pastel Blue (in foils)
formula d: Shine Shades 9S + 10-volume
developer (in foils)
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REBOOK, RETAIN, REQUEST
This is the holy trinity in our business—rebooking and retaining existing clients
and receiving new requests. In a perfect salon world, the goal is 80 percent for
each. Are you close? Know your numbers, says Robert, in order to be able to
set goals. “People in this business don’t like numbers,” he says. “But we mix
color by numbers, we cut hair by numbers and we’re paid in numbers. So it’s
important to understand the numbers that help us to be successful.”
Birds gotta fly, fish
gotta swim and Noogie
Thai gotta do upstyles.

behindthechair.com
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SCHWARZKOPF
PROFESSIONAL

Update ombré
with delicate,
hand-painted
babylights.

LABEL.M
BRAIDS WITH A TWIST

STAY FRESH OR
GO HOME

If there’s any question that braids still reign as a top trend, just check
in with label.m. The team—International Artistic Directors Efi
Davies, Richard Mannah, Kevin Luchmun, Cos Sakkas and Indira
Schauwecker—jetted to COLOR straight from London Fashion Week,
eager to demonstrate some of the truly unconventional braiding
techniques they developed for London’s top designers. Not everyone
will have an opportunity to work at Fashion Week, but if you do, don’t
hesitate, Richard told the audience. “If you ever get a chance to assist
at a fashion show or a photo shoot, do it,” he ordered. “Even if your
career is in the salon. It will inspire you and push you out of your
comfort zone. It will force you to practice new methods, and the more
you practice, the better you get. Best of all, it will help you remember
your love of being creative if you’ve forgotten how that feels.”

“If you don’t update, you’re out of date!” declared
Schwarzkopf Professional Global BLONDME
Ambassador Kim Vō when he hit the COLOR stage. His
colleagues—Schwarzkopf Professional North American
Creative Director Damien Carney, North American
Color Director Rossa Jurenas and National Corporate
Trainer Ian Meyer Marszalek—were right on board,
and together they offered insights into the trends that are
keeping them fresh!

CONNECT THE OMBRÉ
Update old ombré color with an application of
babylights, suggested Kim. Use a brush, hand-paint the
lightener and focus on the sections around the face. The
lighter face-frame sections will connect with the light
ends and pull the entire color look together.

With the Kiss Sponge, you
can do ombré and balayage
applications in 20 minutes,
say Rossa Jurenas and
Damien Carney.

ACCENT YOUR BLONDES
It’s easy to give a blonde a temporary pop of fun color
with the new Schwarzkopf Professional BLONDME
Instant Blushes. These trendy tones come in
Strawberry, Steel Blue, Jade and Ice and last up to three
shampoos. “Spray them directly onto the hair and then
hit them with a dryer,” suggested Kim, “or use a sponge
or a brush and stroke them along the surface of the hair.”

label.m brought many of the looks they created for
London Fashion Week, including lots of new braids.

BLONDME Instant Blushes
add a pop on blonde hair.

label.m
showed us
how classic
techniques can
be amped up
to avant-garde
level in any
situation.

Rossa uses the new
Kiss Sponge to stamp
color on the hair.

SPONGE IT ON

label.m International
Artistic Director
Cos Sakkas.

LINKED PONYTAILS
To create this unique pattern, Indira
divided the head into square panels,
gathered each square into a small
ponytail and then linked each row
of tails together.

Stamp, stipple or “kiss” color onto the hair with the new Kiss Sponge from
Schwarzkopf Professional. (Audience members loved it so much, it sold out at
the show!) Rossa demonstrated how to place three colors on a board, attach two
sponges together to create actual “lips,” then smoosh the sponge into the color
and kiss it along the strand. “The result is like the color you see in the marbles
we played with when we were little kids,” Rossa explained. Another Kiss Sponge
feature? “You can do ombré and balayage color applications in 20 minutes,”
Rossa shared.

Efi Davies demos
her signature
Figure 8 braid.

FOLLOW FASHION
“I always try to bring fashion into everything I do,” said Damien. One of the best
fashion resources around is the seasonal Schwarzkopf Professional Essential
Looks collection. This lookbook and technical guide distills key fashion elements
into specific trends, then translates those trends into how-tos for haircolor, cuts
and styles.

COMPETE

Feelin’ hot.
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“I enter a lot of competitions, like BTC’s #ONESHOT,” Rossa revealed. “I work on
real clients in the salon all day, so competing brings out my artistic side. It lets me
explore new ideas that I may not be able to do on my clients. But often the looks I
create to compete lead to techniques I’m able to bring back to the salon!”

label.m.
International
Artistic Director
Richard Mannah
was all smiles
during label.m’s
CCS stage debut!

Kevin Luchmun won
the 2016 #ONESHOT
Award for Men’s
#BIGSHOT of the Year.
Richard’s
destroyed,
knotted
braid.

behindthechair.com
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L’ORÉAL PROFESSIONNEL

MATTY CONRAD
& MARK BUSTOS

COLOR, CUT & STYLED

BARBER LIKE
A BOSS

L’Oréal Professionnel Artist, Balayage Expert and Balay-mama Nancy
Braun returned this year, joined by L’Oréal Professionnel Artists
Travis Parker and Pepper Pastor. Taking the name of the show to heart
(COLOR, Cut & Style), the trio placed equal weight on all of those topics.
Here are a few genius color, cut and style strategies from the LP team!

COLOR

THIS IS HOW
NANCY DOES RED

“When haircolor is this beautiful,”
declared Pepper, “you don’t want
to style it in a tight bun.” The
color she was referring to is a
rich, gorgeous red by Nancy, who
revealed her formula:
formula a/base: ½ Majirel 6.34 + ½
7.43 + 20-volume developer

Nancy’s stunning red combined
mahogany with rich copper undertones.

formula b/midlengths and ends:
Richesse 7.43 + 6-volume developer

THESE ARE NANCY’S FAVORITE BLONDES
Vanilla and butter. The two most-requested blonde shades in the
salon. Nancy does them both with balayage highlights, including heavy
face-frame sections, and both shades feature cool, smudged roots for
believable depth. Here’s how:

Barber bros Matty Conrad and Mark Bustos
lifted the filters for their #NOFILTER presentation.
“We want to teach you guys a few things we
know will help you be better at cutting men’s
hair,” Matty promised. As always, they delivered.

L’Oréal Professionnel’s
Travis Parker, Nancy Braun
and Pepper Pastor brought
it home with tips for color,
cutting and styling.

“A lot of barbers have
mastered clippers, but
it’s important to know
how to use all of your
tools,” says Mark.

CUT

VISUAL
DISCONNECTION
Short haircuts for women
can be tricky. If executed
improperly they can be
too masculine and sadly
unflattering. Here’s Travis’
advice: “When doing short
hair, add a bit of a visual
disconnect but maintain
soft blending to keep the
look feminine.” Another
tip—avoid hard or blunt lines
in all perimeter and hairline
sections.

For a barber, home is in the barbershop, so Matty
made the stage his actual barbershop.

1. W
 HEN THE OCCIPITAL BONE LOOKS
LIKE A TURTLE SHELL

Don’t fight natural
texture on top.
This short cut appears to
have disconnection in the
lengths, but in reality, the
entire cut is softly blended.

2. TEXTURE IS EVERYTHING
Build a fade
in stages, like
a layer cake,
advises Matty
Conrad.

STYLE

BACKCOMB WITH INTENT
When backcombing an area for volume, hold the hair taut and
execute short, downward strokes down to the base, advises Pepper.
Backcomb to the tallest point of the style, and work with sections
that are no wider than your comb. Remember, backcombing
creates a cushion for the rest of your style. One of Pepper’s favorite
backcombing aids is Tecni.Art True Grip Texturizing Powder. “Dust
it into the roots,” she advises. “You’ll get a powdery grip and the
backcombing will be firmer.”

BUTTER BLONDE

formula a/balayage highlights: Blond
Studio Lightener + Smartbond Additive
+ 40-volume developer
formula b/base: DIALIGHT 10.21 +
6-volume developer

formula a/base and lowlights: 7.23/violet
gold (permanent color at the base and
demi-permanent lowlights)
formula b/balayage highlights: Blond
Studio Lightener + Smartbond Additive +
40-volume developer

Vanilla and butter. Ingredients for amazing Christmas cookies?
Yes, and also, the two most-requested blonde hues in the salon.
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Forget fighting waves and curls. Right now it’s all about
natural texture, so put down the flat iron. Encourage
movement and texture in the lengths. “We’re going for a
cool, James Dean feel,” said Matty.

3. CLIPPERS AREN’T THE ONLY TOOLS
“When a client has a lot of hair, I like to use a Feather
Razor to create a cool, disheveled shape,” said Mark.
“A lot of barbers have mastered clippers, but it’s important
to know how to use all of your tools.”

4. CONTROL THE BEARD
A beard should always have a jaw shape, explained Matty.
When the hair gets heavy in the back of the chin, the
beard becomes heavy and round. Beard shapes should be
squared-off and masculine, and follow the line of the jaw.

Clippers can’t do everything. Full,
thick hair may be easier to shape
and control with a Feather Razor.

VANILLA BLONDE

“Men’s haircuts today are really exposed,” Matty said, “so
the cuts have to be executed perfectly no matter what
the head shape.” Protruding occipital bones are common
issues—they can really throw off the proportion of a
taper-down fade. “When the occipital is prominent,” Matty
advised, “keep it low and cut clipper-over-comb so there’s
enough room to build it gradually from the nape up.”

5. FINE AND TIGHT
“Focus on the client’s
comfort and experience,”
advised Mark Bustos.

When you do tight work on the side, and the hair is fine,
leave extra length to avoid cutting too close and
creating holes. “Clipper-over-comb vertical sections
and give yourself room to work so you don’t skin him,”
Matty declared.

6. FOCUS ON THE CLIENT EXPERIENCE

Pepper’s
half-up
style sports
vintage flair.

Be a tease! Strategic backcombing
contributes to a finished look.

Little things matter when it comes to making the client
comfortable. “When I’m point-cutting to remove weight
in the front,” Mark said, “I point the client’s head down so
the hair doesn’t fall in his face. I can’t stress enough how
important it is to focus on the client’s comfort and the
experience. It’s all about the little things, like cleaning the
neck, brushing off the hair, etc.”
behindthechair.com
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BEACHWAVER®

STEPHANIE BRINKERHOFF
FOR GHD & KENRA
PROFESSIONAL

THE SECRETS OF
VICTORIA’S SECRET HAIR

BRIDES WITH AN EDGE

If you and your client are obsessed with the long, sexy, shiny
manes flaunted by Victoria’s Secret models, then you’re
obsessed with Sarah Potempa. The celebrity stylist and creator
of the Beachwaver ® is the go-to for all of the Angels prior to the
annual TV show, and she has mastered the iconic V.S. hairstyles,
right down to the cheekbone-enhancing “swoop.” At COLOR, Cut
& Style, Sarah was in a sharing mood—and revealed many of her
Victoria’s secrets, plus much more!

BTC Bridal Expert Stephanie Brinkerhoff is well-known for the
undone, romantic looks that her legions of Pinterest followers pin,
re-pin and share constantly. But when she stepped onto the COLOR,
Cut & Style stage in partnership with ghd and Kenra Professional
this year, Steph brought a new attitude. She opened with three
styles—a “wild French twist,” an intricately and tightly braided
upstyle and a deeply waved “Hollywood Siren”—that would be just
as at home on a photo set or at a gala as in a bridal party. Then she
demo’d a vintage wave, plus a rick-rack technique that served as the
foundation for her “born to be wild” bride.

1. T
 he Victoria’s Secret look. It’s a conventional roller set meets
second-day hair. To create the set, use the Beachwaver® to curl
the hair in vertical sections. Then take two curls, wrap them
together leaving the ends out and clip them to the head.
2. The “Swoop.” It opens up the cheekbones, framing the face
“angelically.” To create it, lift the face-frame sections at an angle.
Wrap the hair away from the face, omitting the ends and then roll
two sections together and clip the curl to the head.

VAMPY VINTAGE WAVE
1. In the first horizontal section, curl the hair in one direction all
around the head.
2. In the next horizontal section, curl all the hair in the opposite
direction. As you wrap the hair around the iron, alternate between a
flat wrap and a twist wrap all along the section.

Beachwave and clip the curls to achieve
the Victoria’s Secret look. The Beachwaver®
is now available at SalonCentric.

Beachwaver’s Sarah Potempa offered segments on Victoria’s
Secret style, red carpet hair, braiding and “pop star” looks.

3. The Comb-Out. To create that V.S. “mane,” first spray your
brush with hairspray. As you brush through the hair, lift it to
distribute the product evenly. Then tip the head forward slightly
and lift the hair at the temples for the full end result.

Rick-rack waves.

3. O
 nce the hair is curled, pin sharp-edged business cards or playing
cards into the waves to set the deep fingerwaves.

4. Beach waves aren’t the only thing the Beachwaver ® can do.
Sarah uses the Beachwaver ® to create glamorous red carpet
styles for her celebrity clients. Working in horizontal sections,
roll the hair like a Marcel wave. Slide the Beachwaver ® out once
each curl is formed and clip the roll to the head with a metal clip.
Once the hair is completely curled and cooled, remove the clips,
spray a brush with hairspray and brush through.

4. Remove the cards and brush through to blend the waves. “You
have to brush thoroughly and detail the hair at this point,” Steph
said. “Don’t worry about the curl falling out.”
5. If necessary, hit the roots with Kenra Dry Shampoo or Kenra Dry
Texture Spray, and backcomb for body. “It’s really hard to work
with silky roots,” Steph explained, “so use the dry shampoo to get
them as gritty as you can.”

The inspo
behind
this look?
Everyone’s
favorite
Snapchat
filter!

6. Finish with a sparkly hair accessory. “Clients go crazy for bling,”
said Steph. “Decide where you want to place the piece and insert
a few bobby pins there to anchor the pin. You can also create a
mini cornrow braid to serve as the anchor. Create it so it looks like
the bling is actually holding the hair back. A good hair accessory
bends—stiff ones look cheap.”

Love these swirl buns!

RICK-RACK WAVES
Zigzag waves that echo the shape of
rick-rack ribbon and cornrow braids are the
elements of an unforgettable hairstyle for a
“born to be wild” bride.
1. After creating the cornrow braids, spray a
small section with Kenra Working Spray.
2. Place a long, U-shaped hairpin in the
center of the section.
3. W
 eave the section in and out of the hairpin,
omitting the ends.
4. Secure the section with a small silver clip.
5. C
 lamp the clipped hair between the plates
of a ghd Platinum Styler flat iron and
press to heat up the section. “Unlike using
a hair crimper,” said Steph, “this technique
produces a variety of sizes and shapes
within the curl.”

Vampy vintage waves.
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Retro
Curls.

6. Once all the hair has cooled, remove the
clips and pins and rake through the hair
with a wide-tooth comb to blend the waves.

Intricate
braiding
techniques
by Sarah.

For “Angels,”
it’s all about
the cheekbone
“swoop.”

365 BRAIDS IN 365 DAYS
In 2015, Sarah challenged herself to create 365 braids in 365 days,
and she’s STILL coming up with braid ideas, like a five-strand Dutch
braid that morphs into a pancaked five-strand braid through the
lengths. “I love to mix up all types of braids on one head,” Sarah
revealed, “and then gather them all up into a cohesive updo.”
behindthechair.com
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REUZEL
THE NO BULLSH#T TRUTHS
FROM THE SCUMBAG
BARBERS OF ROTTERDAM

“Barbering
isn’t an art—it’s
craftsmanship. You
do it over and over,”
says Leen.

MOROCCANOIL®
3 HAIRCUTS YOU
NEED RIGHT NOW
When Moroccanoil’s team of Runway and
Editorial Stylist Peter Gray, Global Ambassador
Kevin Hughes and International Education
Manager Violet Sainsbury appeared at COLOR,
Cut & Style, they had some exciting news. The
finishing touches have been placed on the
Moroccanoil® Academy Cutting program, and just
in time. Get ready to say goodbye to last season’s
delicate bobs and lobs—the trend in haircutting right
now is big, bold and textured. Here’s proof!

COLOR, Cut & Style offered hours of serious, intensive education on every
aspect of the profession, along with brilliant insights and inspiring displays of
creativity. And then the Scumbag Barbers showed up.
Closing the show, the founders of Reuzel and of Schorem Barbier in
Rotterdam pounced with irreverence, humor and ballsiness, ending the
weekend memorably. Oh, and they slyly slipped in some of the best barbering
exhibitions ever seen in this country. Promising to deliver “the worst hair show
in the world,” downing beer and cracking jokes, Leen and Bertus gave the
audience a glimpse into their barbering world with these truths.
A fitting finale.

“We are not
telling you
what’s good
or bad,” says
Runway and
Editorial Stylist
Peter Gray, “we
are here to give
you options
to add to your
repertoire.”

MODERN SHAG
1. “A true barber shouldn’t be on a hair stage. But if you get
an email from Mary Rector-Gable saying, ‘Do you want
to come to Ft. Lauderdale and have some drinks and cut
some hair?’ you say f#ck yeah!”
The first barbering
tools were found
in the Pyramids.

2. “We got no dancers or elephants or guys with muscles.
We don’t do models. We have a little shop, so we went
out on the street and found guys to cut because that’s
what we do in the shop.”

Looks like Bertus
just told Mary
something naughty!

“Customers”
hanging out in
the shop.

A slick, “Scumbag” pomp.

3. “ People say barbering is a trend. But the first barbering
tools were found in the Pyramids. Barbershops have
been around for 20,000 years. We were surgeons,
dentists and tattoo artists.”
4. “Barbering isn’t an art—it’s craftsmanship. You do it over
and over. We’ve been doing fades since we were 12.”
5. “ Ten percent of guys spend a lot of money on their hair.
They go to the gym. They get highlights. Then 10 percent
don’t give a f#ckadoodle what they look like. The other
80 percent are average Joes. That’s us. That’s what a
barbershop is about. These guys have been forgotten.
They don’t want to sit in the same shop with the girls.
They don’t want pink clips. They don’t want to watch a
girl get highlights.”
6. “This is barbering in a nutshell: You take all the cool hair
and save it. You cut all the boring hair. You connect the
cool hair with the boring hair. You dry it. You make it look
cooler and you’re done.”

SLEEPY LONG LAYERS
Sexy, tousled, full, gorgeous. Violet combined
round layers with deep point-cutting,
explaining, “The round layers on top are slightly
disconnected from the lengths. I directed
my scissors downward to point cut the long
fringe.” This cut is super versatile—it can
be worn parted in the center for a youthful
vibe, or on the side for a more sophisticated
look. “Moroccanoil® Dry Texture Spray is
the secret to this texture,” she revealed. “Go
section by section and direct it at the roots,
then extend it slightly through the lengths. It’s
like teasing in a can!”
The team closed their
presentation with an
avant-garde collection
inspired by Alexander
McQueen.

Loads of height, tight sides and a mixture
of round and square layers give this cut
texture, movement and attitude. “To create
this cut,” Kevin explained, “I established
and then isolated the top section. Then
I slide-cut layers into the lengths. This
seamless blending allows you to finish the
look with lots of texture, but when the hair
is straight, you can’t see the layers at all.”

MULLET REVAMPED
Party in the back, party in the fringe,
party all over with this new take on
the classic, monster truck haircut.
Crystal clear violet color with deep
violet accents helps bring out the
eyes and cheekbones. “To texturize
this shape,” said Violet, “point your
scissors down and slice down on the
ends. Then lift the top sections and
texturize with deep point-cutting.”
Global Ambassador Kevin
Hughes showed us that the
trend in haircutting right
now is big, bold, textured
and gutsy.

7. “ A lot of guys don’t change their hair ever. Because if he
scored with that hair and with what you used on his hair,
he’ll die with that hair.”
8. “ You want your client to look good when he leaves the
salon, and you want him to look perfect when he leaves
home every morning.”
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R+CO
MAKE YOUR
CLIENTS LOOK LIKE
SUPERMODELS,
BY THE GUYS
WHO REALLY DO
SUPERMODELS

Howard demonstrates his
razoring technique.
Howard McLaren’s fiercely
textured, razored bob.

Androgyny collided with fashion when R+Co
Co-Founders and iconic stylists Garren, Thom Priano
and Howard McLaren brought their keen eyes for style
and take-no-prisoners approach to education. After a
demo in which the guys created bespoke haircuts for
three very different types of models, they pulled out all
the stops with a breathtaking display of straight-fromthe-runway fashion, courtesy of Marc Jacobs, Bottega
Veneta, Burberry, Gucci, Louis Vuitton, Comme de
Garçons, Dolce & Gabbana and more.
For the cutting segment, Garren presented a stunning
transformation, lopping off his model’s long, fine hair
into a swingy, stylish, “Alexa Chung” lob. “I cut 14
inches off of Kendall Jenner for Vogue,” Garren said.
“So I was able to convince this model to cut her fine
hair, which was doing nothing for her.” Garren’s cutting
tip when cutting a blunt bob? “Turn the client’s head
when cutting the sides to be sure the hair skims the
shoulder,” he said.

BTC #SQUADGOALS

Fashion by Marc Jacobs
inspired this full, textured
hairstyle.

TEAMWORK MAKES
THE DREAM WORK

Howard’s haircut was downtown and dirty—a bowl bob
cut with a razor and then disrupted with aggressive
point-cutting. By creating so much interior texture, the
styling possibilities are vast, he explained—just select
the right product for the desired end result.
Garren’s cutting
transformation.

Thom, known as the world’s top men’s groomer, and an
equally talented women’s stylist, took his model into a new
decade with a ’70s-inspired, shaggy shape. “I do men 90
percent of the time,” Thom said, “and I use scissors, clippers,
razors—whatever I need to get the job done. The lesson is
that you have to know how to work with every type of tool.”
As they worked, Garren tossed out gems of wisdom, such as:

Runway fashion pairs perfectly with the R+Co look.

Mary believes in
her entire team.

• “Always invest in the best tools. You want your doctor to
use the best scalpel, don’t you? People are paying you for
a service. They don’t deserve half of a shear or a broken
comb. I hear people say they don’t want to spend the
money on a good dryer, but then they’ll go out and buy
seven drinks for the price of that dryer.”
• “I’m a slow builder with product. I add a little at first and
then keep adding slowly because on the set, I have to keep
that hair going sometimes for 14 hours. I see kids just glob
product on. You have to think ahead.”
• “Right now I’m spraying my model with Evian water. I can
because I charge over $800 for a haircut.”
• “I used to smuggle Elnett Hairspray in from Europe. I would
sneak it through customs. I gave it up for R+Co Outer
Space Flexible Hairspray.

We here at BTC live by a very strong creed:
good is the enemy of great. It’s something our
team constantly keeps in mind as we work
every day to bring the best education and
information to hairstylists.
So, for the first time ever, Mary wanted to
share the BTC ethos with the COLOR, Cut &
Style audience. For her Morning Inspiration,
Mary brought some of her team members
onstage to talk about how they maintain
optimistic attitudes in the face of stress, how
they handle negative team members and how
they find the light when things get dark. The
lesson? Preserving and upholding a culture
of positivity—a culture that strives to always
be better—is not easy. But it can be possible
when you project your light to others.
The message from the BTC team was
inspiring—so inspiring that Carolina Matias felt
moved to come onstage and also share her
story. We are so glad that we can be a light for
others, and we are so honored that we receive
your light.
#blessed to be a part of this
amazing team.

“If you have patience and
perspective, you have it
all,” said Janet.

Lauren shared her thoughts on how
she and her team use fun quirks to stay
positive during stressful situations.

The account
managers
reflect on how
to overcome
challenges.
Quin spoke on
how people
shouldn’t
underestimate
millennials.

